TRACKING AND TRACEABILITY OF EXPLOSIVES
For all kind of mining and civil works

www.ckblast.com

What is CkBlast?
CkBlast is a software tool developed for implementing the requirements of the EU Directives
2008/43/EC and 2012/4/EU, as well as the particularities of the related Spanish legislation.
This objective is achieved using an efficient platform, specifically designed for tracking and traceability
of explosives.

EU Identification Directives for Explosives
The EU Directives 2008/43/EC and 2012/4/EU, also known as identification directives, are part of the
EU’s reaction against terrorism and have been developed after attacks suffered during the last decade.
In order of supporting authorities in their control duties, the main objectives of these Directives are the
unique identification and the continuous traceability of explosives for civil uses throughout the supply
chain and life cycle.

About CkBlast
A tool with capacity of adaptation to different environments
Reliable record of all explosive movements: reception, storage, blasting, return and
destruction of explosives.
User-friendly software interface, not only in the Mobile version but also in the Desktop one.
Compatibility with different barcode scanners and diverse operating systems is available. In
case of small scale quarrying activities, mobile terminals are not a must.
Internet connection is not necessary for its basic operation (cloud functionality is an option).
Specific treatment of common problems such as the partial items consumption or the
management of non-traceable bulk explosives.
Fully automated document generation, with the capacity of adaptation to the mandatory
forms issued by regional authorities. Generation of statistics.
The best customer service: technical support, software updates with new functionalities and
customized adaptations for your specific needs.

The platform
CkBlast is based on a Desktop platform, which could be installed either on a desktop or on a laptop
computer; and a Mobile version, if necessary, installed on the barcode scanners. In addition, all the
data linked to the traceability of each operation or project could be stored and managed from the
optional cloud, a service provided to ensure anytime access from any device with internet connection.
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Three versions of CkBlast are available to suit the operational needs of every type of mining or civil
engineering works, the Lite version, STD and PRO.

Comparison of features by version
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Non-terminal required
Honeywell EDA50 (Sata transfer via Ethernet/3G-4G/USB/Wifi)
Motorola/Zebra Symbol TC55 (Descarga Wifi/3G-4G/USB)
Zebra TC70 (Data transfer via Ethernet/USB/Wifi)
Zebra TC75 (Data transfer via Ethernet/3G-4G/USB/Wifi)
Zebra MC65 (Data transfer USB/Wifi)
Zebra C67 (Data transfer USB/Wifi)
Unitech PA700 (Data transfer Wifi)
Windows Mobile operating system
Android operating system

Functionalities (Desktop)



























Multi-project management
Geo-referenciation of blasts, warehouses and other entities. GIS tool. Administration of georeferenced images, WMS server connection, maps administration, queries, etc.
Document management
Incoming orders management
Management of simultaneous orders
Blast management
Management of simultaneous blasts
Blast consumption average billing
Management of multiple warehouses
Repacking for blast preparation. QR/Datmatrix code generation with new data
Customized and automated document generation
Explosives consumption statistics
Integrated MD5 hash code generator
Partial consumption of items (for any divisible item)
Items displayed within a tree under the package which contains them
Items organization available on three different basis: cataloguing system, type or product
Search for items using partial or complete codes
Non-traceable bulk explosive management
XML files generation for returning items to the supplier/manufacturer
Pdf generation for explosive ordering
Management of explosives consumption
QR/Datamatrix codes generation with or without codification
Automated online updates
Automated and manual generation of local backups
Optional backup and 24 hour access to traceability data on cloud service
Multilingual (English, Spanish)

Functionalities (Mobile)
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Multi-project/site management
Incoming orders management
Management of simultaneous orders

Only with MC32N0, TC70 and TC75 mobile terminals
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PRO
















Blast management
Management of simultaneous blasts
Administration of multiple stocks
Repacking for blast preparation
Management of returning items from the warehouse to the manufacture
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Managing of orders/blasts with more than 5000 items
Immediate display of inventory
Items displayed within a tree under the package which contains them
Search for items using partial or complete codes
Partial consumption of items (for any divisible item)
Accessibility features (vibration, identification of operations using sounds, etc.)
Colorblind Mode
Automated online updates
Multilingual (English, Spanish)

Cloud service










Fast and simple queries
24-hour access to information
Management of online backups
Data recovery from the cloud to the Desktop version
Total traceability
Shippings control
Explosives consumption query
Search for items
Filtered search (Site Manager, dates, operations, etc.)

Technical support




Technical support (email, phone, TeamViewer)
Access to the latest software updates
Development of customized functionalities (customized documents generation, adaptations,
etc.)

Mobile Terminals
High range mobile terminals used on our traceability system are Zebra/Motorola, a leading
brand in the market of tracking devices with barcode-based products, with an outstanding
customer support service. Therefore, CkBlast SL has become an official Zebra/Motorola Partner
and, to ensure the best maintenance for your terminals, our solution could be complemented
with servicing contracts offered by Zebra/Motorola.
Access range mobile terminals used on our traceability system are Honeywell, a leading brand in
the market of tracking devices with barcode-based products, with an outstanding customer
support service. Therefore, CkBlast SL has become an official Honeywell and, to ensure the best
maintenance for your terminals, our solution could be complemented with servicing contracts
offered by Honeywell.
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Even when CkBlast STD can handle with a higher number of items, it is recommended for managing orders/blasts under 5000 items

SCANPAL EDA50

Honeywell's ScanPal™ EDA50 enterprise hybrid device delivers an exceptional end user
experience for mobile workers that need to obtain real-time visibility into business-critical
information. Designed to handle all-day, every day use, the ScanPal EDA50 device enables
workers on the retail floor to access, as well as capture and send, crucial business information in
real time.

TC55

Your workers need rugged, reliable, remote access to real-time data to get the job done. While
personal smartphones, tablets and laptops may be attractive and easy to use, they don't have the
durability or functionality necessary for everyday business use.
The pocket-sized, all-touch TC55 Touch Computer has it all. The TC55 capitalizes on the latest
technological advancements, aesthetic appeal and usability of popular personal devices. But
unlike its consumer-grade counterparts, it has integrated data capture capabilities.
The TC55 is built to withstand the wear and tear of industrial environments, so it’s less likely to
fail in the field. Fewer failures mean less downtime, and most importantly, higher productivity
and profitability.

TC70 – TC75

The TC70 is the professional grade Android KitKat device built from the ground up for the
enterprise, with Mobility Extensions (Mx) that turn Android into a true enterprise-class operating
system, world-class data capture capabilities, a touch panel that works even when wet, a versatile
accessory family that allows you to customize the TC70 for different types of tasks, all in a rugged
design built to last for years delivering a reliable everyday operation.
This powerful device combines the experience of the best of today’s consumer devices with
enterprise class technology, delivering the rugged design that ensures everyday reliability, the
data capture and voice features required to maximize the efficiency of business processes, plus a
platform designed to accommodate business mobility needs today — and years into the future.
This mobile terminal includes 4G communication (optional), WIFI 802.11 a/b/g/n and Bluetooth
functionalities to ensure communication with servers and peripheral devices. When it comes to
voice features, the TC70 shines, able to double as a walkie-talkie and a mobile desk phone,
complete with the same features on your PBX handsets. In addition, remote management by MSP
or SOTI is possible, enhancing its deployment and maintenance capacities.
Its long-lasting durability in the most challenging working environments (dust, drops, shocks,
vibrations and temperature variations) provides your employees with reliable enterprise-class
handheld computers, while you maximises the return on investment.
All mentioned features, combined with those summarized in the following lines, configure a
unique package to serve your tracking and traceability system:









A large and intelligent 4.7 in. ultra-rugged screen that automatically adjusts as needed
The screen could be operated either with fingers or wearing gloves and it works even if
it’s wet
Nimble 1.7 GHz dual core processor
With IP67 sealing, the device is dust-tight and sealed to handle complete immersion in
water. It also can survive to multiple 1.8 m drops to concrete.
High quality speaker phone with up to 108 dB SPL volume for noisy environments.
Full accessory ecosystem: ShareCradle system, trigger and carrying solutions
handle,etc.)
8 MP autofocus camera
Includes NFC

In other hand, the TC75 is a device with the same technical features than the TC70 but,
depending on the terminal specification, adding 3G or 4G connectivity for data synchronization
with Desktop version using a conventional phone line connection.

Existing terminals

If you already have another device model, please contact us. After considering the specific
characteristics of your terminal, you will be informed about software compatibility and, if
necessary, about any further adaptation requirements.
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